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AasrnAC'r
In general. phonological and phonetic
transformation rules not only depend
on the phonological or phonetic con-
text. but on all kinds of linguistic in-
formation (morphology. syntax. etc.). -
The proposed multi-linear represen-
tation and rule formalism provide
an elegant way to bring together
information pertaining to different
structural levels. The joint process-
ing of these data is of paramount
importance in high quality text-to-
speech synthesis.

l. INTRODUCTION
There are different approaches to
speech synthesis from text: however.
every system capable of high quality
speech production must include pho-
nological and phonetic components.
and these will have to account for
processes on both. the segmental
and the supra-segmental level. They
will be situated near the end of the
linguistic processing part of the
whole text-to-speech system. right
at the interface to the signal gener-
ation module.
Nonetheless. phonological and pho-
netic transformation rules particular-
ly depend on all kinds of linguistic
information (morphology. syntax.
rhythmic structure....) which have
been derived from the input text in
previous analysis steps. Therefore a
clearly specified way to store and
to process these intermediate results
is of vital importance.
For the German text-to-speech
system GRAPHON [4] we have

.‚ evolved an appropriate methodology.
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which consists in

(l) a multi-linear representation
"of the information pertaining-

to different linguistic levels:

(2) a rule formalism operating on
» this representation.

These two pillars are presented in
the following sections. before we
will discuss an example to illustrr
te their application within computa-
tional phonology and phonetics for
text-to-speech synthesis. ‘

2. THE MULTI-LINEAR
REPRESENTATION

2.1 Linguistic Background

The goal of our multi—linear
representation is to handle linguistic
information concerning different
structural levels (graphemic text.
morphological and syntactic struc-
ture. syllable structure. phoneme
sequenceg etc.). While segments
pertaining to one and the same
structural level may be arranged
in serial order. such a linear
arrangement cannot be found for
the multi-level description. Still.
this description .is not strictly
more-dimensional. inasmuch as the
different lines of information pro-
ceed in parallel. This is why the
single lines are called tiers, and the
whole ensemble a mumrepre-

sentation. Note that the tiers can be
synchronized with each other at se-

lected points. This concept reflects
ideas developed within the theoreti-
cal framework of non-linear phonol-
ogy [2]. With regard to its practical
realisation we have been influenced
by the DELTA system [3].

2.2 The Data Structure LIFT

The above concept has been
implemented in the form of a data
structure called LIFT (Llsts For
Transcription. an acronym making
allusion to the means of going
from one level to another). LIFT
may hold all the information
ocurring in the course of text-to-
speech conversion. starting from
the graphemic representation and

possibly ending with an allophone
sequence or even with speech
synthesizer parameters (like pitch

or formant frequencies. Between
them there are tiers containing the

morphological structure. ' syllable
boundaries. prosodic information.

and so forth. The elements within a

tier are bound up with one another
to form a list. Furthermore. when-

"ever two elements belonging to

different tiers are to be associated

with each other. this connection can

be established by setting a link

between them.

Figure I shows a simplified represen-

tation of a section of LIFT genera-

ted during the conversion of the

german word Lippen (lips). Each

column represents a particular tier.
All elements on a row with the‘
symbol ’a’ on their left side are'
linked together. Le. there is a‘ link
between these elements as indicated,
by the dotted lines.- .

.3THBRULBFORMALISM
3.1 Motivation
'Ihe multi-linear representation
LIFT provides an elegant way to
bring together information concern-
ing different linguistic levels. As for
actually exploiting this joint rep-
resentation in linguistic processmg.

we need an appropriate rule formal-
ism. which extends the traditional
linear description of consecutive
segments (e.g. in the well‘kno’wn
SPE-formt [1]) to the multi-linear
case. In particular. it should be .

possible to formulate a rule'con-
text referring to different struc-

tural levels at the same time. _

the other hand. the rule-writing

linguist should not be supposed _to

know any implementationa details

of LIFT nor to have any program-

mmg' experience.
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3.2 The Rule Syntax
In our approach a context-sensitive
rule consists of a condition part
and an action part. The first com-
prises one or more conditions. which
may be 'combined by the logic
operators ’&’ (and) and 'I’ (or). The
latter contains one or more actions.
In the first place these can be
thought of as transformations; how-
ever. in view of the procedure of
rule application we need additional
functions to control both the scan-
ning of the input and the transfor-
mation process.

3.3 The Rule Interpreter GRIP
The described formalism has been
put into practice by means of the
rule interpreter GRIP (Graphon
Rule InterPreter) which translates
a source textfile of rules into
executable instructions.

3.4 Co-operation with LIFT
GRIP rules operate on a LIFT repre-
sentation of a given text. They are
applied once in a serial order. and
every s' le rule scans an entire
text uniinfnormally a sentence). To
be more precise. via a so-called
condition pointer a particular tier
of LIFT is selected to constitute
the input for the rule. (Note that,
thanks to the links between elements
of different tiers. any structural
context associated with a particular
element of the selected tier can be
tested in the rule’s condition part.
A second pointer. the so-ealled
action pointer. directs the actions to
a second (possibly the same) tier.
During rule application both pointers
are moved further along the tiers.

4. APPLICATION IN
PHONOLOGY AND PHONETICS
4.1 Example
To illustrate syntax and processing
of rules, consider the following
phonological transformations encoun-
tered in standard Austrian German:

e-deletion (I)
progressive nasal assimilation (2)
syllabification of the nasal (3)

These can be formalized as follows:

e—>0/ [+obstr] _ n (4)

Mal/[3112:2 — (s)
[+nas] -9.[+Isyll] /[+lobstr]__ (6)

Thus:
Lippen (lira) -> ['hpm l
laufen (to run) —> ['lgifrn]
Regen (rain) à ['rezgn]

Using GRIP the rule for e.g. Lippen
looks like the following:

[+E(-I.p) & +E(0.e) a +E(l.n)]
-del skip(l.r) chg..el(rp) (7)

The condition part (in square brack-
ets) of (3) consists of three condi-
tions that are concatenated by the
operator '&’. Whenever processing
of a rule is initiated. the condition
pointer addresses the first element
of a specific tier. in this case the
phonetic tier. Subsequently the condi-
tion pointer is moved along this tier.
As soon as the element '3' is ad‘r
dressed. all three is—elernent condi-
tions (+E) are met since the preced-
ing element is 'p' and the succeeding
element is 'n'. This causes execution
of the action part. First. the element
addressed by the action pointer ('e')
is deleted (del); next. the action
ointer is moved one element further
skip) (note that whenever the ele-

ment addressed by the action pointer
is deleted. the latter addresses the
preceding element.); finally the eleà
ment 'n' is changed into 'm' (chg-el).
Taking into acount the context 'pan’
and 'ben' only. rule (7) is an elegant
way to im lement' the transforma-
tions (1.2.3 . Since the rules (4.5.6)
are valid for any context. 7 has
to be extended. By exploiting -a
feature-based representation .of
honemes GRIP allows to combine

(4) and (6) in a single rule (8).
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+E(0.e) &
+F(-1‚CONS) & -F(-l.NAS) a
+F(l.CONS) a +F(1.NAS) a
-E(-l.r) & -BEG(I.SYLI.) ]

del() skip(l,r) cuss-“(sum (a)

(8) reads as follows:
Every '9'. receded by a non-nasal
consonant +/-F denotes presence/
absence of the specified feature).
succeeded b a nasal consonant. is
deleted (del and the subsequent na-
sal becomes syllabic (chg-F(SY1.L)).
Note that the sequence 'er' is treat-
ed within a se arate rule and thus is
excluded in (8?. Finally the condition
-BEG(l.SYLL serves to prohibit a
syllable boundary between '9' and
the nasal e.g. genommen (taken):
[ga'nomen and not Tasman].
With regard to the implementation
of (5). basically three seperate rules
would have to be written, in order
to account for each place of articu-
lation (velar. labial, and labio-
dental). Ihe elegant notation of (5)
is due to the notion of "ts-place". In
(9) we therefore introduce "accept".
a GRIP action to copy feature bun—
dles from neighbouring phonemes.

[+E(0.n) a +F(-I‚OBSTR) a
( +F(’1‚ANT) I

+F(-I.HIGH &BACK) ) ]
accept(-l. HIGH/BACK/LAB/

ANT/COR ) (9)

(9) reads as follows: .
'n' preceded by an obstruent which
is either anterior or high and back.
accepts the features high. back, la-
bial. anterior and coronal from the
obstruent. Since these S features
serve to describe the place of artic-
ulation. the nasal is assimilated,
yielding Im" Iml' 'n'. or in"

Note that in the condition part the
slate-alveolar articulation 'S ...)

Is excluded. In fact. this should ave
been done in (S) as well. IPA does
not rovide for a palate-alveolar
nasaIî thus (5) takes for granted
that in such a case the nearest
possible place of articulation will be
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chosen. With regard to a computer
implementation implicit assumptions
of this kind have to be analysed
very carefully.

4.2 Conclusion
The above rules primarily refer to
the phonetic tier. However, other
rules. in particular rules concerning
supra-segmentals, obviously depend
on various kinds of linguistic infor-
mation (e.g. morphological and syn-
tactic structure).
Within the text-to-speech—synthesis
system GRAPHON. phonological and
phonetic rules fill up L11=T. exploit-
ing the information previously gener-
ated in the met hological and syn-
tactic analysis cp. fig. 1). To this
end neither condition part nor action
art of GRIP rules are bound any
onger to a single tier as it was

mostly the case in the introducing
example in 4.1. '

The joint processing of context con-
ditions making reference to several
structural levels at the same time
significantly extends the linear rep-
resentation of segments in SPE rules.
Besides their practical relevance
within text-to-speech synthesis.
LIFT and GRIP provide the lin-
guist with a powerful tool for rule
development and test.
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